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Abstract. The question of how an effective and efficient communication system can emerge in a population of agents that need to solve
a particular task attracts more and more attention from researchers
in many fields, including artificial intelligence, linguistics and statistical physics. A common methodology for studying this question
consists of carrying out multi-agent experiments in which a population of agents takes part in a series of scripted and task-oriented
communicative interactions, called ‘language games’. While each individual language game is typically played by two agents in the population, a large series of games allows the population to converge on
a shared communication system. Setting up an experiment in which
a rich system for communicating about the real world emerges is a
major enterprise, as it requires a variety of software components for
running multi-agent experiments, for interacting with sensors and actuators, for conceptualising and interpreting semantic structures, and
for mapping between these semantic structures and linguistic utterances. The aim of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, it introduces
a high-level robot interface that extends the Babel software system,
presenting for the first time a toolkit that provides flexible modules
for dealing with each subtask involved in running advanced grounded
language game experiments. On the other hand, it provides a practical guide to using the toolkit for implementing such experiments,
taking a grounded colour naming game experiment as a didactic example.

1

INTRODUCTION

How can a population of agents self-organise an effective and efficient communication system that allows them to communicate about
their native environment? This fundamental research question concerning the mechanisms underlying human-like communication systems has for a long time sparked the interest of researchers from
many fields, including artificial intelligence (e.g. [22, 14]), linguistics (e.g. [36, 9]), and statistical physics (e.g. [1, 17]). Well-attended
workshops at important conferences, such as the NeurIPS emergent
communication workshop, indicate that the community interested in
models of emergent communication is growing ever more rapidly.
A common methodology for studying emergent communication
consists of carrying out multi-agent experiments in which a population of agents takes part in a series of scripted and task-oriented communicative interactions, called ‘language games’ [22]. Each game
1
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Figure 1: Grounded robot interactions follow a semiotic cycle that

involves three main levels: the sensori-motor level, the conceptual
level and the language level. The speaker agent (on the left handside) and the hearer agent (on the right hand-side) only share the
world in which they are situated and the utterance that the speaker
produces.

is typically played locally by two agents in the population without any form of central control and without the agents having any
mind-reading capacities. Through self-organisation, the population
converges on a shared communication system after playing a large
number of games [7]. The most widely studied language game is the
Naming Game [22, 33, 1], in which the task involves referring to individual objects and thereby establishing a shared lexicon of proper
nouns. More advanced scenarios include games in which the agents
refer to the properties of objects or events [35], use multi-word expressions [34], or develop grammatical structures [2].
Mathematical investigations and computer simulations help making the assumptions of a specific theory explicit, allowing researchers
to study the emergence of a particular communication system in a
simulated world, comparing different scenarios and parameter settings. Yet, the step from such a simulated world to the real world
with noisy sensori-motor values is crucial to make and requires the
use of physical robots, as has been advocated in the work of many
researchers studying the emergence and evolution of speech and
language [11, 28, 15]. The increased realism leads to the need for
more robust and fine-grained models, as has for instance been shown
when moving from the Naming Game in a simulated world to the
Grounded Naming Game in the real world [31, 32].
Setting up such grounded language game experiments requires
taking into consideration a set of processes that has been referred
to as the semiotic cycle [25], and implementing each of the processes involved. During each game, the speaker and hearer move
through this cycle as depicted in Figure 1. First, both agents perceive the world through their own sensors and construct an internal

world model (grounding). Then, the speaker determines which information needs to be conveyed to the hearer in order for the task
to succeed and conceptualises it into a semantic structure (conceptualisation). This meaning representation is then expressed through
a linguistic expression that is passed to the hearer (production). The
hearer then parses the utterance into a meaning representation (comprehension). He interprets the resulting semantic structure in relation
with his world model and performs the relevant action (interpretation). Finally, the speaker provides feedback on the outcome of the
game, allowing both agents to update their individual knowledge.
The described processes take place on three main levels: grounding
on the sensori-motor level, conceptualisation and interpretation on
the conceptual level, and production and comprehension on the language level.
There are a number of tools available that can be used for implementing language game experiments. A general-purpose, widely
used platform is NetLogo [38], which was developed as an educational tool to teach students about agent-based modelling. It is mainly
targeting the complex systems science community and contains a
large number of sample models on many topics. NetLogo provides
an excellent architecture for setting up and monitoring multi-agent
simulations but does not contain any built-in functionalities for implementing the processes involved in the semiotic cycle.
NaminggamesAL is a recent tool for implementing a variety of basic naming games in simulated worlds [18]. It includes a multi-agent
simulation framework and a number of built-in learning strategies,
but lacks modules for implementing more advanced versions of the
three levels of the semiotic cycle.
A software tool that stems from the linguistic community is MoLE
(Modelling Language Evolution) [10]. MoLE focuses on the language level and was especially designed for conducting experiments
on the emergence of case [9]. It includes the necessary building
blocks for setting up multi-agent language games in which lexical
items can be recruited as grammatical markers. It does not include
an advanced semantic processing engine, an elaborate language processing engine, and interfaces to physical robots or rich world models.
Finally, Babel is a software package that was originally implemented as a testbed for research on the origins of language [13].
In its first version, it provided users with a basis for running computer simulations and allowed the rapid construction of experiments
and a flexible visualisation of the results. Later versions of Babel
(see [30, 12]) introduced more elaborate tools for setting up language games with advanced modules for dealing with the conceptual level (IRL – [23, 20]) and the language level (FCG – [24, 26]).
Although Babel has often been used in grounded experiments, involving amongst others the AIBO dog-like robot [29], the QRIO humanoid [19] and the PERACT vision system [37], it has never included a standardised interface to connect to robotic platforms.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, it introduces a high-level robot interface that extends the Babel software
system, presenting for the first time a toolkit that provides flexible
modules for dealing with each subtask involved in running advanced
grounded language game experiments. On the other hand, it provides
a practical guide to using the toolkit for implementing such experiments, taking a grounded colour naming game experiment as a didactic example.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the challenges involved in establishing a shared colour lexicon and discusses the grounded colour naming game as a solution.
Section 3 serves as a practical explanation of how this solution can

be implemented on a high level using the Babel system. Finally, Section 4 provides more technical detail on the architecture and main
features of the newly developed robot interface.

2

EMERGENT COMMUNICATION FOR THE
COLOUR DOMAIN

The goal of the colour naming game experiment is to show how a
shared communication system for referring to objects by their colour
can emerge in a population of autonomous agents. The agents start
without any concepts or words, perceiving only the average colour
values of the objects in the scene. In a real-world setting, transmitting raw sensor values does not lead to successful communication,
because the sensors of each agent will always record slightly different values due to differences in the agents’ perspectives on the scene,
changes in lighting conditions and in some cases differences in robot
morphology2 . Therefore, concepts and words form the necessary layers to abstract away from sensor data, in order to achieve more robust
communication.
A large body of previous work has shown how colour categories
and words can emerge through self-organisation in a population of
autonomous agents, including robots [27, 17, 4, 3, 6]. In essence,
the solution resides in the agents dividing their continuous colour
space into convex regions that correspond to colour categories that
are functional in the world, and in establishing a shared lexicon to
refer to each region. An operationalisation of this solution has been
proposed in the form of the grounded colour naming game experiment [27].
Figure 2 shows an instantiation of a grounded colour naming
game. In this game, the world consists of a number of toy monsters,
each with a different colour. Two randomly selected agents from the
population are physically embodied in the two robots, one playing
the role of speaker and the other the role of hearer. The task of the
speaker is to use a vocalisation to draw the attention of the hearer to
one of the monsters in the world. The task of the hearer is to point to
this monster, signalling that he has understood the message. Finally,
the speaker signals success if the hearer pointed to the right monster,
or points himself if this was not the case.

Figure 2: Two Nao robots play a grounded colour naming game with

a scene consisting of coloured monsters. For each game, two agents
from the population are physically instantiated in the two robot bodies.
2

Traditional sensor calibration is undesirable here, as it requires a notion of
central control which conflicts with the autonomous nature of the agents.

Once the basic interaction script is in place, we can start experimenting with different mechanisms for inventing, adopting and
aligning colour categories and words. Suppose that the orange robot
in the back of Figure 2 needs to refer to the green monster in front
of him. As he enters the experiment without any colour categories
or words, he needs to invent both a new category and a new word
to express this category. He takes the observed colour value as the
first prototypical value of this new category (e.g. [(7, 246, 9) ↔
CATEGORY-1]) and associates the category with a newly generated
word form, in this case “fusemo”, assigning to the association a default initial score (e.g. [CATEGORY-1 ↔ fusemo]). He then utters
the word to the hearer. The hearer does not know this newly invented
word and is therefore unable to determine which monster the speaker
is referring to. The speaker provides feedback by pointing to the
green monster. At that point, the hearer associates the colour value
that he observed for this object to a new category (e.g. [(5, 243, 2) ↔
CATEGORY-2]) and associates this category to the word “fusemo”
with a default initial score (e.g. [CATEGORY-2 ↔ fusemo]). Crucially, each association between a sensor value and a category, as
well as between a category and a word form is internal to the individual agent and cannot be shared as such.
While agents are able to invent new categories and words throughout the experiment, they will prefer to reuse existing ones. When a
novel observation comes in, the agents will determine whether the
category that is the closest in sensory distance to the observation discriminates the topic monster from the other monsters in the world.
In other terms, they will calculate the distance between the observed
sensory value and each of their categories, and select the closest one.
Then, they verify that no other object is closer to this category, which
means that the category uniquely discriminates the monster in the
world. If no such category can be found, a new category is invented
following the procedure explained in the previous paragraph. When
it comes to the words, the speaker will always choose the word form
most strongly associated with the selected category and the hearer
will choose the category most strongly associated with the selected
word form.
When agents invent, adopt and reuse colour categories and words
as described above, the categories of the agents never align and
their vocabularies become enormous in size. To overcome this issue,
speaker and hearer go through an alignment phase at the end of each
interaction. If the interaction succeeds, the agents reinforce the association between the category and the word form that was used and
punish competing associations. Moreover, they also slightly shift the
prototypical value of the used category towards the observed sensor
value. If the game fails, the agents punish the association that was
used.
Using these mechanisms for invention, adoption and alignment, a
population of agents will eventually converge on a stable colour category system, and on a shared inventory of words for referring to these
categories. Importantly, the emerged system is tailored towards the
distinctions that are functional in the world, both in terms of number
of categories and in the way in which the colour space is subdivided.
The concrete mechanisms described in this section are the ones most
commonly used in the literature. A complete overview of invention,
adoption and alignment strategies that have been explored for the
colour naming game falls outside the scope of this paper, but can be
found in earlier work by Joris Bleys [3].

3

IMPLEMENTING A GROUNDED COLOUR
NAMING GAME EXPERIMENT

We will now demonstrate how the Babel toolkit can be used to implement a grounded colour naming game experiment like the one that
was introduced in the previous section. Babel’s experiment framework and submodules for dealing with the sensori-motor level, conceptual level and language level provide abstractions that allow specifying the game on a high level and in an intuitive way, while most
technical detail is taken care of by the system itself 3 . Actual source
code that corresponds to the explanation in this section has become
an integral part of the Babel toolkit4 , which can be obtained via
https://emergent-languages.org. Additionally, an online web demonstration of the grounded colour naming game experiment is available at https://ehai.ai.vub.ac.be/demos/
babel-grounded-colour-naming-game-experiment.

3.1

Multi-agent architecture

Implementing a language game experiment involves keeping track
of the agents in the population, selecting the agents to participate in
each game, assigning them the role of speaker or hearer, and, most
importantly, specifying the language game script according to which
the agents will interact. Within Babel, the multi-agent simulation part
of the experiment is handled by the ‘experiment-framework’ submodule. The experiment framework is entirely customisable when
it comes to how the population is structured, which and how many
agents are selected for each interaction, how their role is determined
and what an interaction looks like. For this grounded colour naming
game experiment, we will make use of the experiment framework’s
default settings: a fully connected population structure, one speaker
and one hearer per game, both randomly selected, and communicative success as a measure for evaluation. The interaction script itself
is specified as shown in Listing 1 and consists of the following steps
(with the Babel function names between parentheses):
1. Two agents are downloaded into the robot bodies (EMBODY)
2. Both agents scan the world and construct their world model
(AGENT- OBSERVE - WORLD)
3. The speaker chooses an object to refer to (CHOOSE - TOPIC)
4. The speaker conceptualises the topic in relation to his world model
(CONCEPTUALISE)
5. The speaker chooses a word for the topic (PRODUCE UTTERANCE )
6. The speaker utters the word while the hearer is listening (PASS UTTERANCE )
7. The hearer parses the observed word into a semantic structure
(COMPREHEND - UTTERANCE)
8. The hearer interprets the semantic structure in relation to his world
model (INTERPRET)
9. The hearer points to the hypothesized topic (POINT- AND OBSERVE )
10. The speaker provides feedback by nodding (AGENT- NOD) in case
of success, or pointing (POINT- AND - OBSERVE) in case of failure
3

4

In this example experiment, all processes in the semiotic cycle are implemented using standard Babel modules. It is however perfectly possible to
only use Babel modules for implementing some of these processes, and
different software for the others.
The complete source code for running the Grounded Colour Naming Game
Experiment is part of the Babel toolkit and can be found in the subfolder
experiments/grounded-colour-naming-game-experiment.
A simulator mode has also been provided, to run the experiments if you do
not have a Nao robot at your disposal.

11. Both agents align (ALIGN - AGENT)
EMBODY , AGENT- OBSERVE - WORLD , PASS - UTTERANCE , POINTAND - OBSERVE

and

AGENT- NOD

all happen at the sensori-motor
level; CHOOSE - TOPIC, CONCEPTUALISE and INTERPRET at the
conceptual level; and PRODUCE - UTTERANCE and COMPREHEND UTTERANCE at the language level. Finally, ALIGN - AGENT takes
place on both the conceptual and the language level.
Listing 1: Interaction Script
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

(defmethod interact ((experiment gcng-experiment)
interaction &key)
(let ((speaker (speaker interaction))
(hearer (hearer interaction)))
;; 1
(embody speaker (first (robots experiment)))
(embody hearer (second (robots experiment)))
;; 2
(agent-observe-world speaker)
(agent-observe-world hearer)
;; 3
(choose-topic speaker (world speaker))
;; 4
(conceptualise speaker (topic speaker) (world
speaker))
;; 5
(produce-utterance speaker (meaning-representation
speaker))
;; 6
(pass-utterance speaker hearer (utterance speaker))
;; 7
(comprehend-utterance hearer (observed-utterance
hearer))
;; 8
(interpret hearer (meaning-representation hearer))
;; 9
(point-and-observe hearer (hypothesized-topic hearer
))
;; 10
(if (communicated-successfully interaction)
(agent-nod speaker)
(point-and-observe speaker (topic speaker)))
;; 11
(align-agent speaker)
(align-agent hearer)))

3.3

Conceptual level

Bridging the gap between the world model and the meaning that
needs to be expressed by the speaker or interpreted by the hearer
is handled at the conceptual level by Babel’s ‘IRL’ (Incremental Recruitment Language) submodule [23, 20]. IRL implements a form
of procedural semantics, which means that semantic representations
consist of primitive operations that directly correspond to actual
function
calls,
and which can be combined into semantic networks
Babel
web interface
for expressing more complex meanings. In conceptualisation, the
IRL engine uses a search process to compose such a semantic netFCG CONSTRUCTION SET (1)
work that singles out a given topic in the current scene. In interpretation, the IRL engine executes the semantic network by calling the
search...
Search
functions underlying the primitive operations and propagating the resulting values.
fusemo-cxn (cxn 0.50) show attributes
Suppose that in this example experiment the speaker needs to
refer to the green monster.
CONCEPTUALISE will then trigger the
?fusemo-word
IRL engine to compose
the
smallest{get-context(?world),
possible semantic network that
⨀
# meaning:
∅
uniquely discriminates the object byfilter-unique(?monster,
its colour, relying ?world,
on the category-1)}
agent’s
# form: {string(?fusemo-word, "fusemo")}
ontology. As the present experiment is only concerned with basic
colour categories, the semantic network will always consist of a
FCG CONSTRUCTION SET (1)
single FILTER
- BY- CLOSEST- COLOUR operation, in this case using
CATEGORY-1, as shown in Figure 3. On the hearer’s side, INTER search...
Search
PRET calls the IRL engine to execute the semantic network that results from the comprehension process, also consisting here of a sinfusemo-cxn
(cxn 0.50)
show attributes
gle FILTER
- BY- CLOSEST
- COLOUR
operation, in order to retrieve the
topic object. During the alignment
phase at the end of a successful
?fusemo-word
game, the prototypical
value
of the{get-context(?world),
used categories in the speaker’s
⨀
# meaning:
?world, category-1)}
and hearer’s∅
ontologies are updated filter-by-closest-colour(?monster,
by slightly shifting them towards
# form:
"fusemo")}
the values that were observed
in{string(?fusemo-word,
this game.

(filter-by-closest-colour

(get-context

?world)

?monster

?world

category-1)

reset

Figure 3: The speaker’s semantic network that singles out an object

3.2

Sensori-motor level

The agents’ action and perception capabilities are handled at the
sensori-motor level by Babel’s ‘robot-interface’ submodule, which is
presented for the first time in this paper. The robot interface defines
a standard set of functions that are particularly useful for conducting language games, for example scanning the robot’s environment,
speaking, listening and pointing. It abstracts away these high-level
instructions from their specific implementation, which heavily depends on the hardware that is used, and is different for each type of
robot. More technical detail can be found in Section 4 below, with an
overview of the available functionality in Table 1.
In the example experiment presented in this paper, the robot interface makes use of the sensors and actuators of the Nao robotic platform. Concretely, the EMBODY step embodies the speaker and hearer
agents into the available robots. The AGENT- OBSERVE - WORLD step
uses the camera of the robot to make a picture of the scene, and
uses the OpenCV library [5] to construct a world model by segmenting the scene and extracting certain features for the objects, including their average colour value. PASS - UTTERANCE lets one robot
speak via text-to-speech while the other listens and performs speech
recognition. POINT- AND - OBSERVE is used by the hearer to indicate
the hypothesized object. Finally, either AGENT- NOD or POINT- AND OBSERVE is used by the speaker at the end of the game to signal
success or provide feedback.

discriminating it by CATEGORY-1.
For didactic purposes, only the very basic functionality of IRL
is used in this experiment. For experiments that necessitate more
complex semantic structures, we refer the reader to earlier work by
Spranger (on spatial language) [21], Bleys (on colour) [3] and Pauw
(on quantification) [16].

3.4

Language level

The task of mapping between a semantic structure and an utterance
is taken care of by Babel’s ‘FCG’ (Fluid Construction Grammar)
submodule [24, 26]. FCG performs this mapping based on emergent
form-meaning pairings, in this context called constructions. On the
form side, a construction can include any form-related features, such
as word forms, morphological properties and word order constraints.
On the meaning side, it can include any type of semantic information,
for example (parts of) a semantic network composed at the conceptual level.
In the example above, the speaker invented the word “fusemo” to
refer tohttp://localhost:8000/
the colour of the green monster. He will use FCG to create a
new construction that maps between this word form and the semantic network that was the outcome of the conceptualisation process.
The construction is initialised with a default entrenchment score of
0.50, as illustrated by Figure 4. As the hearer had never heard this

Babel web interface
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FCG CONSTRUCTION SET (1)
search...

Search

fusemo-cxn (cxn 0.50) show attributes

word before, after feedback he will create his own construction that
maps between ?fusemo-word
the observed word form “fusemo” and the semantic
⨀ results
# meaning:
network
from{get-context(?world),
conceptualising in his world model the ob∅ that
filter-unique(?monster, ?world, category-1)}
ject that was pointed
at.
If
the necessary
constructions are already in
# form: {string(?fusemo-word,
"fusemo")}
place, the speaker uses PRODUCE - UTTERANCE to find the word form
most
strongly associated
FCG CONSTRUCTION
SET (1) to his meaning network and the hearer uses
COMPREHEND - UTTERANCE to retrieve the meaning network most
search... associated to theSearch
strongly
word form that he observed.
fusemo-cxn (cxn 0.50) show attributes

∅

⨀

?fusemo-word
# meaning: {get-context(?world),
filter-by-closest-colour(?monster, ?world, category-1)}
# form: {string(?fusemo-word, "fusemo")}

The average lexicon size (dark yellow line) clearly shows how the
agents locally introduce new words (leading to 13 different forms),
before gradually converging on the optimal number of six words,
one for each category (right y-axis). The blue line tracks the average
number of forms per meaning in the population (right y-axis). In the
phase in which many words are being invented, this number reaches
its maximum, after which it gradually declines to a single form for
each meaning. The green line shows the opposite, namely the average number of meanings per form (right y-axis). While the agents are
still building up their ontologies, it can happen that two word forms
get associated to the same meaning. As an effect of alignment, the
meaning-per-form ratio gradually decreases to 1.
1

14

(get-contextconstruction
?world)
Figure 4: The speaker’s
that maps between the word

communicative success
lexicon size
ontology size
forms per meaning
meanings per form

form “fusemo” and its meaning.
0.8

?monster

?world

category-1)

During the alignment phase after a successful game, both agents
will increase the entrenchment score of the constructions that they
have used. The agents will also decrease the score of competing
constructions, i.e. constructions that map the same meaning to other
word forms in the case of the speaker, and constructions that map
the same word form to other meanings in the case of the hearer. After a failed game, both agents decrease the score of the constructions
that were applied. When the score of a construction reaches zero, the
construction is removed from the agent’s inventory.
The constructions that are used in this didactic example are always direct mappings between a single word form and a complete
meaning network. Moreover, a single construction always suffices to
comprehend and produce an utterance. Examples of experiments that
involve more complex linguistic structures can for example be found
in previous work by Garcia Casademont (on hierarchical structures)
[8] and Beuls (on grammatical agreement) [2].

3.5

Running and monitoring experiments

The Babel toolkit comes with a ‘monitors’ submodule that is designed to track a multitude of experimental parameters in real time.
The data recorded during a series of experiments can be displayed
using dynamically updating graphs or exported to data files for later
data exploration. Experimental parameters that are typically tracked
include communicative success, the number of constructions in the
inventories of the interacting agents, the categories in their ontologies and the size of the semantic (IRL) and syntactic (FCG) search
spaces.
Figure 5 shows a graph that was created by the monitoring system during a single experimental run of the grounded colour naming
game experiment. There were five agents in the population, communicating about six distinctly coloured monsters of which three were
shown during each game. The x-axis represents the time dimension,
indicating the total number of games that were played. The turquoise
line indicates the average communicative success that was achieved
over the last fifty games (left y-axis). At the beginning of the run, the
communicative success equals zero as the agents start without any
categories or words. Over the course of 250 games, it rises to 1, as the
emerged communication system becomes powerful enough to solve
the task. The ontology size (red line), i.e. the average number of categories per agent, starts at zero and goes to six in just over 100 games
(right y-axis). This number is optimal for this experimental set-up, as
there are indeed six colour distinctions that are useful in the world.

http://localhost:8000/
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Figure 5: A graph showing the results of monitoring a single exper-

imental run of the grounded colour naming game experiment. The
population consists of five agents that develop a communication system to refer to six distinctly coloured monsters.
A different kind of visualisation that was created using the monitoring system is presented in Figure 6. Each row in the figure shows
a snapshot of single agent’s ontology of colour categories and their
associated word forms
Page 1 of at
1 a specific point in time. In this case, the ontology and word forms of agent 3 are shown after 10, 20, 40, 100 and
250 interactions. We can see how the agent gradually distinguishes
more colour categories, until he reaches the optimal number of six.
We can also observe that after 100 interactions, the agent has learned
multiple words for certain colour categories, but that most have already disappeared after 250 interactions. The rise and fall of the word
“ponuro” is particularly interesting. It was first exclusively used to
refer to blueish objects (interaction 10), was then also associated to
the colour category used to refer to reddish objects (interaction 40),
but dies out as the population has converged on the words “ribala”
and “sobele” to refer to reddish and blueish objects respectively (interaction 250).
Babel’s monitoring system can in real-time track, aggregate and
visualise series of experiments that are run in parallel, and can easily
be extended to record other experimental parameters or measures.

4

THE ROBOT INTERFACE: TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

The robot interface is a newly developed part of the Babel software
system, facilitating the implementation of processes that take place
at the sensori-motor level of the semiotic cycle. It allows Babel users

In order to be able to use the robot interface, a robot-connection
object of a specific type needs to be created first. This is done using the function MAKE - ROBOT, which takes an IP address, a port
number and a type of robot (e.g. ‘nao’) as input and returns a robotconnection object specialised towards this type of robot. Each of
the available capabilities is then implemented as a Common Lisp
generic function, with methods specialising on the subtype of the
robot-connection object. This means for instance that when a certain
capability is called with a robot-connection of type ‘nao’ as its first
argument, the call will automatically be dispatched to the method that
implements this capability specifically for the Nao robot. A didactic
example of how such a capability can be implemented is shown in
Listing 2. The example shows how the general SPEAK capability is
implemented as a generic function, while a call to this function with
as first argument a connection of type ‘nao’ will automatically be
routed to the method just below. This general architecture ensures
that the robot interface is easily extensible, both in terms of adding
additional functionality and in terms of extending the existing functionality to different robotic platforms.

agent 3 (interaction 10)

kawewo (0.5)

kuzewe (0.5)

ponuro (0.5)

agent 3 (interaction 20)

kawewo (0.5)

kuzewe (0.5)

rilila (0.5)

ponuro (0.4)
sivafo (0.3)

agent 3 (interaction 40)

fesaku (0.5)
kawewo (0.4)

polore (0.6)
kuzewe (0.4)
kawewo (0.4)

ponuro (0.5)
rilila (0.4)

sivafo (0.5)
lepode (0.5)

ponuro (0.2)
sivafo (0.2)

agent 3 (interaction 100)

bufiko (0.5)
kawewo (0.3)
fesaku (0.3)

ruzifo (0.6)

polore (0.7)
kuzewe (0.2)
kawewo (0.1)

rilila (0.9)

lepode (0.9)
sivafo (0.1)

sobele (0.5)
ponuro (0.1)
sivafo (0.1)

Listing 2: Didactic example of the implementation of the speaking
capability on a Nao robot.

agent 3 (interaction 250)

ruzifo (1.0)

bufiko (1.0)
kawewo (0.5)

polore (1.0)

rilila (1.0)

lepode (1.0)

sobele (1.0)

1
2
3
4

Figure 6: A visualisation of agent 3’s colour lexicon after 10, 20, 40,

100 and 250 games. Note that the word “ponuro” was first exclusively used to refer to blueish objects (interaction 10) and was later
also used to refer to reddish objects (interaction 40). In the end, the
form did not survive, as the population converged on “rilala” and
“sobele” for referring to reddish and blueish objects respectively (interaction 250).
to seamlessly integrate the use of physical robot bodies in their language game experiments, by providing a hardware-independent interface to the functionality that is most frequently used in language
games. This section first gives an overview of the general architecture
of the robot interface, and then describes how it can be concretely
used in combination with the Nao hardware that was employed in
the experiment reported in the previous section.
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7
8
9
10

(defgeneric speak (robot-connection utterance)
(:documentation ‘‘The robot says the utterance.’’))
(defmethod speak ((nao nao)
(utterance string))
‘‘Sending the utterance to the Nao’s speech endpoint,
returning a boolean that indicates success or
failure.’’
(rest (assoc :success
(nao-send-data nao
:endpoint ‘‘/speech/say’’
:data ‘((speech . ,utterance))))))

When setting up a grounded language game experiment like
the one reported on in this paper, it suffices to create one robotconnection object per robot body, at the beginning of the experiment.
At the start of each communicative interaction, the EMBODY step
(see Section 3.1) will then assure that the speaker and hearer agents
sense and act through the right robot body during this game, by associating them to one of these robot-connection objects. This avoids
opening and closing a connection for every interaction.

4.2
4.1

General architecture

The robot interface standardises a number of core capabilities that
can be exerted by a wide range of robotic platforms, abstracting away
from their low-level implementation details. An overview of the most
relevant capabilities, such as speaking, listening and pointing, is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Selected functions from the Babel robot interface API.
Function

Arguments

Return value

MAKE - ROBOT

ip-address, port, type

robot-connection

OBSERVE - WORLD

robot-connection

world-model

SPEAK
HEAR

robot-connection, utterance
robot-connection

boolean
perceived-utterance

POINT
NOD
SHAKE - HEAD
LOOK - DIRECTION

robot-connection, arm
robot-connection
robot-connection
robot-connection, dir, angle

boolean
boolean
boolean
boolean

Using the Nao robot

The experiment described earlier in this paper used the robot interface to play grounded colour naming games using two humanoid
robots of the Nao type5 . Nao robots run a GNU/linux-based operating system, called NaoQi OS, and can be controlled from an external
computer using the NaoQi framework, available either as a C++ or a
Python library.
On the computer that runs the Babel software system, we set up
a Docker container running a Python (Flask) server. This server exposes a RESTful API that continuously listens to HTTP requests,
transforming them into concrete instructions that are passed to the
right Nao robot using the Python version of the NaoQi framework.
When a function from the Babel robot-interface API is called during an experiment, an HTTP POST request containing the necessary
information is sent to the Python server’s endpoint that handles the
capability associated to this function. Suppose for example that the
function SPEAK is called with as arguments a robot-connection object and an utterance. Babel’s robot interface will then send an HTTP
POST request containing a JSON object holding the IP address and
5

https://www.softbankrobotics.com/emea/en/nao

port of the Nao associated to the robot-connection object, as well as
the utterance to pronounce, to the /speech/say endpoint of the
Python server running in the Docker container. The Python server
will parse the request and call a function from the NaoQi framework
that makes the robot say the utterance and will return a JSON object
containing a key ‘success’ with a boolean value. A visual depiction
of this system architecture is shown in Figure 7.
Docker container with
Python Flask server
and NaoQi Framework

Babel
Robot Interface

http

NaoQi OS

http

Figure 7: When a function of the Babel robot interface API is called

during an experiment, an HTTP POST request is send to a Python
server running in a Docker container. The Python server then uses
the NaoQi framework to communicate the request to the Nao robot.

5

CONCLUSION

Grounded language game experiments form an excellent tool to
study emergent communication and its underlying mechanisms. Setting up such experiments, in which a rich system for communicating
about the real word emerges, requires implementing each process involved in the semiotic cycle, encompassing the sensori-motor, conceptual and language levels. This paper has introduced a high-level
interface that allows making use of physical robots for operationalising the grounding processes on the sensori-motor level. This interface has been fully integrated into the Babel software system, which,
as a result, now includes software modules that facilitate the implementation of all processes involved in the semiotic cycle. This paper
has also presented a practical guide to using the Babel toolkit for setting up full-cycle experiments, taking the grounded colour naming
game as didactic example.
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